1.
Introduction. Hurwitz has proposed sets of postulates for abelian groups and fields.| If F', F", F n denote his sets for denumerable, continuous, and finite fields respectively, G', G", G n the corresponding sets for abelian groups, then I have proved in another paperj the following theorem.
THEOREM A. Postulate-sets F', F", G', G h ', G n 
If a and 6 belong to K, and a © a 4= a, there is an ele- (2) Let 1/-32' be the systems obtained from 1-32 by substituting (a) the class of least positive residues modulo n for the class of integers and (b) the least positive residue modulo n of a + b f ah, a -b for a + b, ab, and a -b respectively, except that a 2 + (b -l) 2 in 16 is left unchanged. Then when n > 2, systems 2'-32' will have the characters (zb±±z±=±+) except (+++ + ++); when n = 2, systems l'-9', ll'-20', 22'-32' will be systems having all the characters (±=b=b=bdz+) except (-+ + + -+ ) and (-+ -+ _+).
(3) When n > 2 and, not a power of a prime there exists no field.
(4) When n = 2 there exists no system having the character (-h + H h)-For, since postulates (A±) and (D) have to be contradicted, and (A2) satisfied, a © b must be defined by the table 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16   17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31 
